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PROJECT. You will be
creating an animal
classification power
point presentation. Your
presentation will include
animals from each of the
five groups. In biology,
kingdom (Latin: regnum,
plural regna) is the third
highest taxonomic rank,
just below domain.

Classification
system

Kingdoms are divided
into smaller groups called
phyla. Learn more about
animals of North America
and the world. Check out
our vertebrate and
invertebrate animal
section. Quick Guide to
Classification of the
Animal Kingdom
NOTES: • You can use
these as single pages, or
you may want to cut and
tape them into one very.
Animal Classification.
When you are done take
the Animal
Classification Quiz.
Animals are classified in
a variety of ways. This
helps scientists to study
the. Animals are
characterized being
multicellular and
eukaryotic. Classification
of animals is about
organizing organisms into
groups. Members of a
group have shared.
Introduction. In this
tutorial you will be
learning about the
Linnaean system of
classification used in the
biological sciences to
describe and categorize
all living. In order to make
animals easier to study,
scientists divide the
animal kingdom into
divisions and
subdivisions. The first
division is called a
phylum. Animal
Classification Activities:
Make a Hanging Mobile
with these Animal
Classification Cards

from Practical Pages ~
what a cute idea!
Learning Table has a
really.
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a Hanging Mobile with these Animal Classification Cards
from Practical Pages ~ what a cute idea! Learning Table has a
really. Learn more about animals of North America and the
world. Check out our vertebrate and invertebrate animal
section. Task 3 - THE BIG PROJECT. You will be creating an
animal classification power point presentation. Your
presentation will include animals from each of the five groups.
Kingdom to Subphylum. The highest category in the
traditional Linnaean system of classification is the kingdom.
At this level, organisms are distinguished on the. In biology,
kingdom (Latin: regnum, plural regna) is the third highest
taxonomic rank, just below domain. Kingdoms are divided into

smaller groups called phyla. Animals are characterized being
multicellular and eukaryotic. Classification of animals is about
organizing organisms into groups. Members of a group have
shared. In order to make animals easier to study, scientists
divide the animal kingdom into divisions and subdivisions.
The first division is called a phylum. Animal Classification.
When you are done take the Animal Classification Quiz.
Animals are classified in a variety of ways. This helps
scientists to study the. Introduction. In this tutorial you will be
learning about the Linnaean system of classification used in
the biological sciences to describe and categorize all living.
Quick Guide to Classification of the Animal Kingdom
NOTES: • You can use these as single pages, or you may
want to cut and tape them into one very. animal
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draw on our..Animal kingdom classification system.Animal
Classification. When you are done take the Animal
Classification Quiz. Animals are classified in a variety of
ways. This helps scientists to study the. In biology, kingdom
(Latin: regnum, plural regna) is the third highest taxonomic
rank, just below domain. Kingdoms are divided into smaller
groups called phyla. Animal Classification Activities: Make a
Hanging Mobile with these Animal Classification Cards from
Practical Pages ~ what a cute idea! Learning Table has a
really. Animals are characterized being multicellular and
eukaryotic. Classification of animals is about organizing
organisms into groups. Members of a group have shared.
Learn more about animals of North America and the world.
Check out our vertebrate and invertebrate animal section.

Task 3 - THE BIG PROJECT. You will be creating an animal
classification power point presentation. Your presentation will
include animals from each of the five groups. Quick Guide to
Classification of the Animal Kingdom NOTES: • You can
use these as single pages, or you may want to cut and tape
them into one very. Kingdom to Subphylum. The highest
category in the traditional Linnaean system of classification
is the kingdom. At this level, organisms are distinguished on
the..
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